
The Hang Seng Index Company (Hereinafter referred to as HSI Company) officially launched the Hang Seng

Technology Index at the end of July. The index covers five major themes, including the internet, financial technology,

cloud, e-commerce, and digital. The fund managers of LW Asset Management Advisors Limited (Hereinafter referred

to as LWA.M.) believe that the HSI Company’s creation of "Hong Kong Nasdaq" is more than making changes in the

original HSI. Just like the S&P 500 Index and the Nasdaq in the United States, it is easier for international funds to

grasp the characteristics of each index.

After integrating the information, LWA.M. has always stated in the public media that it holds Samsung CSI China

Dragon Net ETF (2812) and the "Hong Kong Nasdaq Index" position comparison: There are a total of 8 stocks that are

the same as the Hang Seng Technology Index, and there are many familiar ATMMX, JD.com, NetEase, Alibaba Health

and Ping An Good Doctor has accumulated around 64% of the relevant shares in the ETF. Also, the ETF has achieved 

a cumulative return of 40.16% (as of July 31, 2020).

Simple data can reflect that our fund managers, Andy Wong and Henry Ling have always used the international

perspective to refer to each index. To cope with the "TRIPLE–AlLPHAs α" portfolio construction model, one of the

favorable investment strategies "ETF + individual stocks" is adopted.
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At the beginning of last month, LWA.M. launched a new concept of life investment
program (Chinese:   活．投資 ),   which analyzed the electric vehicle launched by the
luxury brand, Mercedes-Benz, aiming to share the results of flexible investment in the
life and from multiple angles, and we received positive feedback from our clients. This
month, we will share with you all the popular US stocks Beyond Meat (BYND). The two
fund managers Andy and Henry will join Vicky Li as food critics and will discuss the
business of this meat substitute manufacturer in detail. Also, the show will mention
the ESG concept that has emerged in the financial sector and investors in recent
years. We hope our audiences can use simple and direct interview methods to learn
more about the industry sectors with potential growth.
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The core business of LW Asset Management Advisors Limited is asset management, investing in a variety of assets around the globe and is

headquartered in Hong Kong.   Since its establishment in 2012, the business has continued to expand. LW Asset Management Advisors Limited

(BAP023) received approval from the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission to provide asset management services (refer to SFC

Public register of licensed persons and registered institution for more license details) in 2013, and offshore fund house was set up as well. In line

with the company's business upgrade, renowned fund manager – Mr. Andy Wong and Mr. Henry Ling joined the company in 2019, committed to

offering diversified investment solutions with different asset classes and market opportunities.

About LW Asset Management Advisors Limited

LWA.M. understands that in the era of information explosion, different sectors and
industries were flooded with a lot of fees and free sharing, and the quality was uneven.
Therefore, LWA.M. decided to launch a free sharing course at the end of August. The
course is co-organized with InvesTalk and is exclusively for InvesTalk members. Andy
and Henry will share investment experience and exclusive insights in the course, and
Vicky will share tips on finding the free and correct information. The course covers the
development of electric vehicle-related industries, brand comparison, and industry
opportunities/threats, etc.


